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1> What is Mulan's last name? 
 

2> What kind of creature does Eddie Murphy play? 
 

3> What does Mushu break at the beginning of the film? 
 

4> What kind of necklace does Mulan wear to visit the matchmaker?  

 
5> Who does the voice of Shang? 

 
6> What does Mushu make Mulan for breakfast? 

 
7> Which famous actor provides the voice of the Emperor? 

 
8> Where does the film take place? 

 
9> Who is the leader of the enemy? 

 
10> Which character catches fire during the song, "I'll Make a Man Out of You"? 

 
11> When was the film released? 

 
12> How does Mushu wake up the ancestors? 

 
13> What does Mulan retrieve from the top of the pole? 

 
14> What do Mushu and the cricket ride into camp when they are bringing the 

fake letter? 
 

15> Who lives with Mulan and her parents? 
 

16> What kind of flower does Mulan wear in her hair? 
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Answers:  

 

1> Fa - Fa Mula is the only daughter of Fa Zhou.  
2> A dragon - He is sent to protect Mulan.  

3> The Great Stone Dragon - The great stone dragon was supposed to protect 
Mulan.  

4> Jade Pearl - The necklace is for beauty.  
5> Donny Osmond - Donny does all the singing.  

6> Porridge - He tells Mulan that her breakfast is happy to see her.  
7> Pat Morita - Pat is known for his role in the Karate Kid.  

8> China - Mulan is old Chinese story.  
9> Shan Yu - He and his army are invading the country.  

10> Yao - Yao is also the King of the rock.  
11> 1998 - Mulan is Disney's 36th full length animated film.   

12> He rings a gong - Mushu has been demoted to the ringer of the gong.  
13> An arrow - Mulan climbs the pole while wearing a set of weights.  

14> A panda bear - They make a joke about being on a black and white.  
15> Mulan's grandmother - She is the mother of Fa Zhou.  

16> A lotus - The lotus flower is white. 
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